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Abstract:
Climate change is impacting regions worldwide, but the Pacific Islands have been hit particularly
hard. From rising sea levels, record storms, and extended droughts to the contamination of crops
and freshwater resources, local environments are being fundamentally altered. As island
communities face these hardships, their inhabitants are responding actively – drawing on a long
history of adaptation and traditional ecological knowledge to challenge prevailing modern
orthodoxies and devise creative solutions for the future. Too often relegated to the category of
victimhood, Pacific Islanders are in fact demonstrating resilience and innovation in the face of
existential risks. This paper explores that trend through firsthand interviews with members of five
island societies: Samoa, French Polynesia, Vanuatu, Fiji, and Hawaii. These individuals articulate the
problems confronting the region, communicate the responses of their respective communities, and
offer solutions toward local sustainability and, ultimately, survival.
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Introduction
Nowhere is climate change more evident than in small island states, where entire populations are
facing existential challenges – the very real prospect of full evacuation, dispersed resettlement, and
potential cultural annihilation. Of these, many of the most threatened territories lie within the great
expanse of the Pacific Ocean. Rising sea levels in the region will mean literal submersion for some
islands, and the devastation of precious freshwater and biological resources for others. Perceiving
the outlook to be bleak, increasing numbers of islanders are abandoning their homelands in search
of a more secure future on foreign shores – the first climate refugees, in many cases. Others,
meanwhile, are determined to hold their ground.
Drawing on age-old traditions, leaders from different generations within this latter group have begun
reimagining a local future – one that in many ways diverges from mainstream Western models.
Rather than viewing climate change as heralding some ultimate societal collapse, these individuals
are approaching the phenomenon as a challenge with – in some cases, for them – an anti-colonial
silver lining: namely, the opportunity to restore sustainable cultures through indigenous knowledge
and the renewal of ancestral values. Moreover, some see their societies as offering avenues of
survival to the wider world – if it chooses to listen. Younger islanders, in particular, are stepping
forward and proposing localized solutions tailored to the environments that their communities have
known intimately for generations.
The future is clearly far from golden, and the feelings of many islanders range from mixed to
defeatist. The very fact that this critical discourse is being conducted at all among island
communities, however, has not been widely represented in Western circles, which all too often
characterize Pacific Islanders merely as helpless victims of climate change and other environmental
threats beyond their control.
This paper seeks to shed light on the developing situation at ground level, through the perspectives
of people whose voices are generally unheard beyond Oceania: Pacific Islanders themselves.
Drawing principally on firsthand interviews conducted with individuals from five island groups –
Samoa, French Polynesia, Vanuatu, Fiji, and Hawaii – collectively representing the region’s
geographic diversity, this account explores indigenous perceptions and responses to the acute crisis
posed by contemporary climate change in the Pacific region.

Samoa: Defending a Way of Life
Samoa has for decades suffered the effects of climate change, especially in the form of increasingly
frequent and intensive cyclones and other storms. A particularly devastating tsunami, arguably
magnified by higher and more energetic seas, struck in 2009. This resulted in 150 deaths – an
enormous loss relative to local population size – and caused widespread devastation, leaving many
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islanders homeless and traumatized.1 According to Carinnya Feaunati, a young Samoan architect,
whole families have since had to relocate inland from their ancestral homes on the coast – a
dislocation that has torn the social fabric of entire communities. In Samoan culture, the very notion
of self is intimately connected to the site where families and forebears have lived; place thereby plays
a vital role in personal identity.
In this context, relocations inland mirror the state of Samoan culture. Loss of heritage, the sense of
being cut off from family lineage in communities left behind, has engendered a parallel loss of social
standing. “Those who have departed no longer possess the right to decisions in their ancestral
home,” Feaunati noted; “every last bit of their family history has no relevance anymore because they
have moved.”2 Meanwhile, those left behind in turn feel betrayed, fracturing relationships within the
islands’ tight-knit communities. Feaunati attributes this destructive trend to growing fears of climate
change.
Other related shifts, while less dramatic, have likewise brought considerable hardship. The impact of
immediate stresses on natural resources and local ecosystems, in particular, is increasingly evident.
Mangroves – essential protective barriers in island ecology – have seen extensive damage in recent
years due to sea level rise, while the infiltration of seawater has decimated species inhabiting those
areas. For example, fish and crabs caught in affected waters today are considerably smaller than they
were previously.3
Raised in a traditional Samoan family, Feaunati has witnessed firsthand the negative impacts of
climate change on her home. Determined to act, she chose to become an architect in order to help
her people structurally respond to the dramatic environmental changes increasingly affecting their
way of life. Working together with a team, Feaunati has focused on devising new ways of adapting
traditional Samoan house construction to withstand heightened storms and sea level rise – all while
ensuring that local aesthetics and architectural traditions firmly rooted in the culture are kept alive.4
In this endeavor, she has made a point of consulting local elders to learn from their years of
experience in the islands. They in turn have recounted a recent history of periodic cyclones or
tsunamis forcing families to vacate dwellings near the sea and rebuild further inland. Through that
extended interview process, Feaunati’s team was able to map out this narrative of internal migration.
The repeated need to rebuild, due to necessary relocation inland, seems to represent a distinct shift
for Samoans.5
Feaunati’s project seeks to ameliorate these dislocations by improving construction processes,
erecting houses that are more resistant to extreme weather while simultaneously preserving and
incorporating local building traditions. “How can you stop that practice of ‘rebuilding’ and actually
rebuild…so that they can retain what they know?” 6 The key, in her view, is applying and
incorporating traditional methods, designs, and materials so as to retain cultural integrity – thereby
sustainably preserving the culturally significant architecture of the islands for future generations.
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This effort is especially important for Feaunati, because young Samoans today are growing
increasingly divorced from their heritage. “Children are becoming less and less willing to learn those
traditional skills….The key [reason] why they don’t want to do it is because there is no money in
it.”7 Historically, traditional Samoan carpenters, builders, and craftsmen would be paid in fine woven
mats, food parcels, and other gifts, along with prestige. According to Feaunati, it was “an honorable
thing to have this role, to have this knowledge and skill.” The modern consumer economy has
changed this.
Her team now hopes to teach younger Samoans how to build the traditional house – or fale – armed
with new engineering skills and hybrid designs so as to modify and strengthen the structures in the
face of more severe storms. The central question for Feaunati is “how can we help them improve
the construction techniques so that they do not have to keep rebuilding? That in and of itself is
employable. That is something that they can make money off of.”
Ultimately, perhaps the most pernicious implication of climate change, in Feaunati’s view, is the
altered relationship between Samoans and the sea that surrounds them. In the past, “they’ve relied
so much on being able to fish, being able to use the ocean as a food supply and as a recreational
activity, or just to have a spiritual connection,” she recounted. Now, however, “it’s changed – it’s
changed completely, because they’ve seen the devastation that the ocean can [cause]. It has taken
lives, it has taken family members, it has ruined houses. I think, to them, the biggest thing is that
what they thought was their home is now foreign to them…the area, the sights, and the context that
they live in are now unpredictable.”8 In short, “for them the neighbor was the sea; their environment
was the sea; and now it’s like they don’t know what is happening. It is rising, the temperatures are
changing, and everything is out of their hands, basically.”9
This change is especially striking, given the islanders’ intimate, age-old relationship with the sea. By
contrast, Samoans today “almost fear the ocean.”10 As Feaunati put it, “they have lost the sense of
control over the ocean. It used to be that there was a mutual agreement – a spiritual mutual
agreement – that they were working together with the ocean; that they look after it, and that it feeds
them and their families.” This worldview is now shattered. “They’ve seen this devastation – what the
ocean has done to their land, to their people.”11 As a result, Feaunati said, “they no longer have this
sacred trust with the ocean, and that is why we’re seeing deserted coastlines. We’re seeing beaches
that are uninhabited because people are worried about future tsunamis.”
Many Samoans who have moved inland have subsequently lost their personal connection to the sea.
Fishing no longer constitutes their primary means of acquiring food, for example. “It has completely
changed the way that they live,” Feaunati commented, describing how Samoans “now rely on cars,
to take them to the buses, to take them to the city, to buy things that they could be [getting] on their
own.” This cultural rupture has profoundly affected the islands’ inhabitants. “They’re worried. They
live in anxiety because they feel like they have lost that [age-old] connection with the ocean.”12
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French Polynesia: A Matter of Economic Survival
3,500 km to the west, in the smaller Marquesas Islands of French Polynesia, inhabitants have had no
choice but to continue battling the sea. With no extended hinterland to fall back on, coastal
communities there are especially vulnerable. They have borne the brunt of increasingly frequent
cyclones and tropical storms, which have in turn seen the formerly abundant local fisheries severely
depleted.13
According to local activist Pascal Erhel Hatuuku, “after cyclones all of the coral reef is destroyed;
because the coral is dead, there is no more fish around the coral in the parts close to shore where the
population can fish….That’s a big problem.”14 Indeed, the destruction of coral reefs around the
region holds far-reaching – and potentially catastrophic – implications for a population that has
traditionally depended on coastal fishing for sustenance.15 In the succinct words of Hatuuku, the
“resources to feed [our people] are fewer than before.”
The problems extend beyond basic subsistence. After tourism, the economy of French Polynesia is
primarily based on the pearl trade, due to prevailing environmental conditions and the nature of the
atolls in the region. Ocean acidification – another manifestation of global warming – has hit this
activity particularly hard, as the phenomenon is highly detrimental to mother-of-pearl. As a result,
this mainstay of the islands’ economy has suffered greatly.16
Sea-level rise poses yet another economic threat. The atolls of French Polynesia are flat islands – the
highest elevations reach only two to three meters – essentially lying at sea level. Composed of coral,
the atolls have long been used by locals to grow coconuts, which are then used to produce a wide
variety of products. One of these is copra, another mainstay of the regional economy. Copra is the
meat of the coconut, which once extracted is then pressed in order to obtain coconut oil – an
essential ingredient in cosmetic products.
Given their topography, the atolls upon which the coconuts are grown are especially susceptible to
slight changes in sea level. Seawater has already begun flowing into the lagoons, leading to
widespread decimation of this precious crop.17 As Hatuuku put it, “no more coconut trees, no more
coconuts, no more copra, no more work, no more economy.” The inhabitants of French Polynesia
are watching this destructive trend play out before their eyes. “The population does not understand
climate change…but they are witnesses of [it].”18
For Hatuuku, effectively addressing this situation will require a new set of ideas and approaches,
distinct from the prevailing orthodoxies of the industrialized West. In his view, indigenous
communities around the region – and throughout the world – have significant contributions to
make. “I think the solution will come from [these] other people – not from the institutions who just
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live with the lobbyists of the multinationals of the world….If you want to change, we need another
model.”19

Vanuatu: Adapting to the Inevitable?
Across the Pacific, islanders are finding themselves in the same precarious boat. In the independent
nation of Vanuatu, communities are also being hit hard by climate change. Sea-level rise there has
inflicted the most damage, steadily eroding the coastline, flooding roads, and causing devastating
saltwater inundation of precious cropland. 20 Drought is yet another problem, with ever higher
temperatures killing crops and upending the agricultural cycle. Shortages of water – that most vital
of human necessities – have further compounded the situation on the islands. As ocean levels rise,
seawater has progressively seeped underground, contaminating key freshwater resources. As a result,
the population today is increasingly dependent on rainwater and water catchment.21
According to Isso Nihmei, a young local activist, the nexus of interlocking challenges is especially
serious because Vanuatuans “are traditional. We see signs from trees, we see signs from animals, and
those are indicators that show us ‘this is the right time for us to go harvest,’ or ‘this is the right time
for us to plant our crops’ – because we are much more dependent on subsistence farming; ‘this is
where we must grow our own food, this is where we must get our water.’”22
As Nihmei observed, “all of these are connected with nature, and the people are connected with
nature.” As a result, the bonds between Vanuatuan society and the surrounding environment are
close, and the islanders are “much more depend[ant] on those indicators that [guide] the calendars of
planting. With climate change, it really shifts.”23 For Nihmei, “this is one of the worst climate
impacts that we’re facing back home.”
The current crisis has also led to growing tensions within island communities, stemming from
increased uncertainties over natural resources and living conditions. This is an elemental concern,
given the practical importance of maintaining good social relations on small islands. As Nihmei put
it, traditionally “we work as a community, we live as a community, and we help each other.” The
environmental stresses undercutting these historically close ties thereby threaten the tight-knit fabric
of Vanuatuan society.
In the face of these mounting challenges, the people Vanuatu have begun devising creative ways to
adapt to their changed circumstances. Strategies have included constructing seawalls of cement,
rocks, and dead coral to minimize coastal erosion; re-vegetating coastal foreshore areas; enhancing
soil quality and resilience through composting and cultivating drought-resistant crops; and creating
better methods for water storage. 24 Special evacuation shelters, meanwhile – termed ‘hurricane
houses’ – have also been constructed. Designed to withstand severe storms, these dwellings are
made of traditional materials such as wild cane, coconut leaves, and bamboo, which are able to
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survive strong winds. Strategically planted trees provide further protection, serving as windbreaks
around the islands’ villages.25
The stakes are high here, as they are throughout the region. “We’re the front line of climate change,”
Nihmei asserted. “We’re the victims of what the industries are doing – emitting carbon.”26 Adapting
as they can to the changed circumstances and increasing pressures on their homeland is a top
priority for the islanders. “If we lose our islands, then where are we going to go?” Nihmei asked,
before referring to a local adage: “We say ‘my land is my life.’ This is where we’re brought
up….We’re connected with our lands. If we lose our islands, that is going to be really sad for us.”

Fiji: Reviving the Past to Inspire the Future
“Ever since I can remember, I would hear about climate summits and climate conferences – all of
this talk. But it seems like climate change is going too fast now. We contribute a little to climate
change, but not much. We are [mainly] victims of climate change.”27 This was the view of Fuluna
Tikoidelaimakotu Tuimoce, a youthful Fijian sailor attending the lead-up to COP 21 in Paris. For
him, the need for urgent action is self-evident. “We can see that [climate change] is affecting us.
Seven or ten years ago, my island – which is 180 nautical miles from the capital Suva – wasn’t
flooding. Now, it’s flooding. And then the beaches: the closest house to the beach was twenty
meters [away] in 1997, [and now it is only] five meters – in a short span of time.”28
Given such dramatic changes, Tuimoce expressed an inability to understand the relative inaction of
the international community. “There is a lot of talk about climate change going on, but I can’t
understand why we aren’t working together. We may be working together, but we’re not doing it as
well as we should be. We need to put our heads together, and try to slow this down. We can’t stop it,
but hopefully we can improve [the situation].”29
Any changes that disrupt access to the sea, or harm the fisheries upon which Fijians depend,
especially trouble Tuimoce. “The Pacific Ocean is our highway and our supermarket; we go there for
food, and it is our main means of transportation.”30 The past years have revealed a troubling trend.
“The big reef in Suva Harbor is dead,” Tuimoce said. Whereas 15 years ago he would catch fish the
size of his lower arm, today they are half the size of his hand. “You can’t get anything bigger, and
you’re probably lucky to get this after a whole night and day of fishing. Before you used to get [the
much larger fish] in probably ten minutes.”31
Waste from large ships traveling through the Pacific is another major issue. Tuimoce regularly sails a
drua – the traditional sailing vessel, or ‘canoe’ – to far-flung ports in order to promote sustainable
transportation, and routinely encounters an enormous stretch of water northwest of Hawaii covered
in garbage. “It is all rubbish. We went there with seven canoes, and we collected as much as we
could.”32 This garbage originates in many different places, but Tuimoce blames large Western ships
that frequent the region for contributing to the mess. They are also leaking “fossil fuels into our
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ocean and poisoning our food stocks,” and often get stuck on coral reefs, causing great damage –
both environmental and economic.33 “Fiji’s main income comes from tourists, and the tourists aren’t
spending that much money to come to Fiji [just] to see the reefs destroyed.”34
At the same time, Tuimoce believes that the current situation has also created new opportunities for
Fijians to draw on their indigenous traditions to adapt and transition to more sustainably-oriented
practices. As a sailor, to him the drua represents a prime example. “We can build canoes – bigger
canoes – as a means of transportation from island to island,” combining “traditional and modern
methods” to replace the current ships that rely on fossil fuels.35 The initiative to readopt the drua – a
modernized incarnation of the original to accommodate the needs of Fijians today – is building on
existing momentum. “There are a lot of projects going on in Fiji right now,” Tuimoce stated.
One vision is to marry indigenous design with sustainable technology. For example, Tuimoce
described plans to construct a large solar-powered drua. The blueprint is remarkably similar to its
traditional inspiration in appearance, but has been reimagined on a much grander scale. “There are
people in Fiji who have solar panels as a means of power, and there are [already solar-powered]
canoes now,” Tuimoce explained. He sees great potential in integrating solar energy systems into
ship technology “as a means of preventing climate change and the burning of fossil fuels,” and he
believes that Fijians can contribute to this effort as pioneers – “we’re [already] getting there.”
Shortly before the 2015 Paris climate summit, the deputy director of COP 21 traveled to Tuimoce’s
village in Fiji. “We sat on the mat, had a few kava together, and he hopped on our canoe and sailed
for six hours. I think he had the best time of his life,” Tuimoce recalled – a sentiment he believes is
shared by many. “There are other people who come on board, and we show them what we do,” he
explained. “A couple of organizations came, interested in what we were doing and providing us
funds to build [more] canoes.”36
The idea is simple. As Tuimoce put it, “we build a canoe, use it as a tool to revive culture and
tradition, and preach about climate change.” Their hope is that visitors will leave more open-minded
to sustainable alternatives. There is also the all-important cultural component. “We’re trying to
revive tradition – to keep this tradition [alive by] passing it down to all generations so that it is still
there. We race the canoe four times a year so we can sharpen our skills and techniques.”37
Maintaining the older, more environmentally friendly ways of doing things is of great importance to
Tuimoce. “That is happening in Fiji….In my village, we don’t even own an on-board motor. We go
fishing, [and] we go from where we’re staying to town to do shopping, in our canoes.” 38 The rest of
the world, he believes, can learn from their example.
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Hawaii: Indigenous Lessons
5,000 km to the north, Hawaii occupies a very different category when it comes to resources and
levels of development. As one of the wealthiest states in the world’s largest economy and foremost
superpower, Hawaii is uniquely situated compared to its Pacific peers. Nevertheless, as an
archipelago, it is similarly susceptible to global warming. Recognizing this, in 2014 the Hawaii
Climate Adaptation Initiative Act was announced, stating that “Climate change is the paramount
challenge of this century, posing both an urgent and long-term threat to the State’s economy,
sustainability, security, and way of life.” 39 Droughts, rising temperatures, and beach erosion in
particular are expected to accelerate over the coming years – disruptions that will hit the islands’
indigenous population especially hard.40
For Megan Kamalei Batangan, a young Native Hawaiian from Maui, climate change has always been
an ever-present threat, casting a pall over her childhood memories and causing noticeably altered
weather patterns, among other new phenomena. She recalled hearing frequent tsunami and
hurricane warnings growing up, which kept her community perpetually on edge. Batangan’s family
has even been evacuated in response to these warnings, though no storms big enough to cause
severe damage have as yet occurred in her hometown. False alarms have not helped to allay fears,
however. Locals “are just waiting for the huge [disaster] to happen, and people think it is going to
happen very, very soon.”41
Batangan regards the fundamental relationship between people and the natural world as broken –
due principally, in her view, to a lack of awareness and understanding on the part of the former. “I
think people know that we should care for the environment, that we shouldn’t litter and do these
things. But I guess people don’t really see how climate change, or [other] effects on the
environment, can actually directly affect them; and that’s kind of scary, because I don’t think – until
something big happens – that people are going to really realize how much it can affect them.”42
Batangan attributes this attitude to a growing disconnect – shaped and encouraged by the values and
lifestyles of mainstream society today – between humans and their environment.
Learning about indigenous cultures, she believes – and coming to terms with their very different
approaches to the natural world – can help to address this disconnect. “Hawaiians are deeply rooted
and tied to the land. In our creation and genealogy stories, humans were created to serve the land. I
think that is very different from [some] Western creation stories, where the land is here to provide
for the people.”43 For Batangan, this represents an important, and radical, departure from modern
norms. “The main thing is that the land was here first. I grew up learning that we are here to serve
and take care of the land, and I don’t think a lot of other societies realize that, or think of it in that
way. That’s probably why they don’t have the same connection – or don’t feel the responsibility to
take care of – the land as other indigenous groups do.”44
Andie Kealohi Conching, a fellow Native Hawaiian, agreed. “Hawaiian culture is really interesting,
because ingrained in it is a connection between land and people. There’s a saying that if you take
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care of the land, the land will take care of you.”45 In the opinion of Conching and many other
indigenous people throughout the Pacific Islands and wider world, this is an area where mainstream
society could derive immeasurable benefit. “I think people now should really take this Hawaiian
mindset back into consideration: in order to sustain your people, you have to sustain the land that
gives you life.”46

Conclusion
In the face of climate change and its attendant effects, inhabitants of the Pacific Islands are not
sitting on their hands. Many islanders have shown great proactivity in confronting the new
challenges facing their communities, and although responses certainly vary from place to place, the
strong voices of these individuals stand out. They have also united around a common theme:
namely, the necessity of looking after a shared natural home, due to both ecological necessity and a
moral imperative. In their view, we as humans must remain a sustaining part of an environment that
in turn sustains us – an age-old relationship of equal obligation, which today is in urgent need of
rebalancing.
Conching describes the notion thus: “the Hawaiian motto is ‘The life of the land is perpetuated in
righteousness,’ or ‘Ua mau ke ea o ka ‘āina i ka pono.’ So basically, in order to perpetuate yourself, you
have to perpetuate the land.”47 Or in Tuimoce’s words, “Do not disturb the ocean. Look after the
ocean. It is a living thing that looks after you.”48 Each hope for a way forward that draws on the
worldviews of indigenous peoples, which have often situated the environment front and center – in
stark contrast to the dominating approaches of modern society.
Pursuing this imperative, in their view, would entail redefining mainstream notions of the natural
world – requiring us to reach back into our ancestral past to rediscover our interconnected
relationship with the ecological support systems that sustain us, and reach forward to reimagine a
more sustainable future for coming generations. As Tuimoce explained, “I sail around the world
preaching the gospel of reviving tradition,” for him defined as “moving your paddle silently through
the water” – a metaphor that epitomizes the need for rediscovering the less-ecologically destructive
approaches of our past, and reimagining and reinventing them to suit the present and future needs
of global society.49
In this vein, the islanders likewise assert the relevance and value of their own and other indigenous
voices to the broader international discourse on climate change – not only as advisors, but as actors
as well. In the blunt words of Feaunati, “indigenous people should not [only] be counted as
consultants…they should be making the decisions.”50 In other words, there is a need for greater
global recognition of what indigenous peoples have to offer the wider world today – especially when
it comes to sustainability and environmental stewardship – and indigenous knowledge and values
can and should inform those of mainstream society. “We actually have some legitimate solutions,”
Feaunati stated.
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“These might not [be expressed in] the way that scientists talk, but they are hidden in there. They are
hidden in the stories, and the history, and the passions that [we] see in the stars, for example. There
needs to be a mutual language – there needs to be a mutual understanding. And I know this will take
a very long time, but I genuinely think that there is a future where indigenous people become the
main source of information for how we can tackle climate change.”51 In the meantime, Feaunati and
her peers throughout the Pacific Islands are determined to take action for themselves in the face of
international inaction, to preserve their communities, and to strive for a sustainable future –
whatever the odds.
Trevelyan Wing is a Graduate Research Fellow at the Climate Institute. Founder of the Indigenous Youth Forum on
Climate Change and former Stefansson Fellow at the Institute of Arctic Studies, he holds an MPhil in
Environmental Change and Management from the University of Oxford.
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